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ABSTRACT 
 

Morphological analysis describes a word in isolation from the context, which is an important stage when trying to automatically understand and interpret the 
text. Many studies have provided morphological analyzers of Arabic verbs. However, although accurate, they do not deal with all cases of Arabic verbs. This 
research introduces an algorithm to analyze Arabic verbs morphologically based on regular expressions then on Morphological Database. The advantages of this 
algorithm are that it deals with verbs in their morphological cases, extracting their possible structures and some of their morphological data. This algorithm 
yielded highly accurate results after being tested on a sample of vocabulary and text. Furthermore, the extracted data is completely error-free. 
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1. Introduction 
Natural language processing is a science that combines linguistics 
and computer science. Linguistics provides a description of the 
linguistic material, while computer science automates this 
description and produces programs and tools such as machine 
translation and text proofreading. 

This paper considers how to process the Arabic language 
automatically. It answers the question of how the roots of Arabic 
verbs can be extracted and how their patterns, possible tenses, and 
parts can be automatically recognized. 

Previous studies have presented tools and algorithms to process 
Arabic verbs automatically (see Section 2). However, the mistake rate 
in their outputs was inconsistent, and none of them were error-free. 
Furthermore, some tools only dealt with certain cases of the verb, 
such as triple verbs. 

The difficulty of processing Arabic verbs is due to two features of the 
verb structure. The first one is diversity; the verb structure is consisted 
of triple roots, such as “ سرد ,” or quadruple roots, such as “ جرحد ”. A 
morphological phenomenon called “derivation” also creates a new 
verb structure by adding certain characters to the root, such as 
deriving the verb “ لتاق ” from “ لتق ” This phenomenon leads to 
multiple verb structures. Therefore, to know the letters of the root, we 
must first know what letters have been added to the root. 

The second one is the changes in verb structure; sometimes, changes 
occur for morphological reasons, and as a result, the verb changes its 
form. The change may affect the original verbs or their derivatives, as 
shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Examples of verb structure change 
Type Change Verb  Original Verb Pattern 

Draw "Hamza"  ئرق أرق  لعف   

Replace vowel لوقي لاقي  لعفي   

Remove دع داع  لف   

Replace + diphthong  دزاSر رTUزا  لعتفا   

Remove + diphthong انّك اننك  انلف   

Remove "Hamza" ىري ىأري  لفي   

The verb pattern also follows the verb structure, so if the root letters 
are unknown, the verb pattern will not be known. 

The paper follows the following order: Section 2 presents the relevant 
works, Section 3 explains the working of the proposed algorithm, 
Section 4 presents the testing of the proposed algorithm and its 
results, and Section 5 reports the results and looks to future work in 
this area. 

2. Related Works 
Many previous studies have presented proposals describing how to 
analyze Arabic verbs automatically, but they have mostly focused on 
extracting roots and patterns. Reference is made to several such 
studies that have seen positive results, evaluating their method and 
limitations. 
• Yousfi (2010) presented a morphological analysis of Arabic verbs 

using surface patterns linked to a database of surface patterns.  
Limitations of this study: Many errors occur in words not associated 
with surface patterns. 

• Abuata et al., (2011) presented an algorithm to extract the roots of 
Arabic words. This algorithm removes valid affixes in an input word 
according to a set of rules. It then generates possible roots for the word 
and checks them in the root dictionary. Finally, it generates patterns 
for the word by using a root from each of the possible roots and checks 
them against a set of valid Arabic patterns. 
Limitations of this study: Mistakes that occur due to:  
- Spelling such as " كراOو "®" كرا "  
- Over-stemming " ولبيل "® " لب "   
- Other issues " م[اقوو "®" اق " 

• Yaseen and Hmeidi (2014) proposed an algorithm called the word 
substring stemming algorithm (www-based), which is used to extract 
the roots of Arabic words and their patterns. The algorithm extracts 
the substring from the word to check it against the root file and 
generates patterns that allow the input word to check for patterns by 
using the root’s ( فcراصتلا ) file. 
Limitations of this study: It does not deal with words that do not 
contain all letters of the root, such as “ دّم .” Additionally, it does not 
deal with one-letter words such as “ع.” 

• Al-Kabi et al. (2015) presented an algorithm to extract the roots of 
Arabic words; however, it only works on trilateral roots. This method 
depends on matching the stemmed word, with all the patterns having 
the same word number as the stemmed word. Then, it removes the 
same letters except the main letters to return to the root.  
Limitations of this study: It extracts the roots of Arabic words, but only 
works on trilateral roots. Incorrect roots are produced either by over- 
or under-stemming. It also cannot deal with words that are less than 
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four letters, and It cannot process short words where vowels are 
removed. 

• Thalji et al., (2018) presented an algorithm to extract the Arabic roots 
according to set rules. They classified Arabic letters into two main 
groups: consonant letters that belong to the root and non-consonant 
letters that sometimes belong to the root and sometimes do not.  
Limitations of this study: The algorithm cannot find the root of words 
containing three consonant letters where some of them do not belong 
to the root. It also cannot deal with replacing a consonant with a 
vowel, because this rarely happens. 

• Azman (2019) presented a tool that extracted the roots of Arabic 
verbs, called "RootIT". This tool requires the use of bottom-up and top-
of-bottom analysis together. 
Limitations of this study: The tool cannot deal with verbs that have a 
pronoun attached by a suffix, such as " pسrم[وقس ." Also, it does not 
replace roots that have changed form during the morphology process, 
such as: " ىءارتی " → " ىءر ". Hamza should be changed to "أ". 

• Othman et al., (2020) presented an algorithm made up of two levels 
of analysis: Sentence-level analysis, which uses an Arabic context-free 
grammar parser to identify the sentence and its parts, and lexical-level 
analysis, which extracts the verb root. The regular expression engine 
matches the input word with all its prefixes, derivatives, and suffixes 
to extract the root from the derivative. The hash function then 
generates an index for each root and Hash table to check whether the 
inserted derivative is a verb. 
Limitations of this study: The algorithm deals only with trilateral roots. 
It does not deal with verbs that contain vowel letters. It does not deal 
with trilateral verbs that contain double letters, and it does not deal 
with " لعتفا " when the "ت" is replaced with "ط" "د" or "ظ". 

• Khafajeh et al., (2021) proposed an algorithm to extract roots from 
Arabic words based on a modified successor variety algorithm. They 
developed the body of the proposed text in such a way that it contains 
multiple morphological forms for the word to be rooted. 
Limitations of this study: There is a deficiency in how this algorithm 
deals with vowels. 

3. Proposed Algorithm 
The algorithm uses regular expressions and Morphological Database 
to analyze verbs. The regular expressions are built on the structure of 
Arabic verb roots and their morphological changes and derivations. 
Morphological Database contains morphological data for the verb 
structure, as shown in Figure 2.  

Figure 6 shows the flowchart for the proposed algorithm, which 
consists of the following steps: 

 
Step 1:  

The regular expression matches the input word; it consists of 
[prefixes= {Pr1, ..., Prn} + substring verb + suffixes = {S1, ..., Sn}]. Prefixes 
and suffixes are letters that touch the verb and are not a part of the 
root. A substring verb starts and ends with the letter of root, it contains 
the root letters and sometimes an infix (a derived letter). An abstract 
verb consists of a substring verb – infix; it contains only root letters. 
Step 1 aims to identify the structure of the word and retain its parts; 
Figure 1 shows an example. 
 

Figure 1: Identification of the structure of the verb " نوقباسLي " 

نوقباس#ي  

نوــ ــقب  اــــ  ـســـ  تــ  ــي   

S1 Root 

letter 

infix Root 

letter 

Pr5 Pr4 

Suffixes Substring verb Prefixes 

 

Step 2:  

The algorithm checks the structure of the abstract verb using a set of 
regular expressions containing all the abstract verb structures; each 
verb has a unique key, which is kept when the match is successful. 

Here, the letter type and its shape are important for matching 
purposes, as the regular expressions do not include “[ ي-ء ]” but rather 
“[ ه-ب ]”. 

Step 3:  

The algorithm calls possible morphological data from 
Morphological Database; the calling is based on the key that was 
retained in Step 2 and a set of rules, such as a rule regarding tense. 
For example, if the prefix contains ل" ,” the algorithm just chooses 
the appropriate tense {" بوصنم عراضم" ،"موزجم عراضم" }. 
 

Figure 2: Morphological Database  

 

 

Step 4:  

The algorithm modifies the abstract verb to generate the root; for 
example, by deleting a letter that appears more than once, 
consecutively. The list of root structures contains 59 structures, 
covering all root forms; however, the algorithm only uses the root 
structures that match the root key. Figure 3 shows the root 
structures for Keys 1, 2, and 3. 

Figure 3: List of root structures 

 
 

Step 5:  

The algorithm generates an abstract verb pattern. It gives an initial 
value to this abstract verb pattern according to the root length; if 
the root length is two or three, then the initial value is " لعف "; if it is 
four, then the initial value is " للعف ." The algorithm then compares 
the lengths of the abstract verb and root; if their lengths are equal, 
the final value is the initial value. If the abstract verb is smaller than 
the root, the algorithm matches them, and if it does not find one of 
the letters, the algorithm retains the index of the missing letter and 
removes a letter from the initial value based on this index. Figure 4 
shows how the abstract verb pattern of the verb " مرا " can be 
generated. 
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Figure 4: Generating an abstract verb pattern

 
 
Step 6:  

The verb pattern consists of the word parts generated in Step 1 
(prefixes and infix) and the abstract verb pattern generated in Step 
4. The list of verb patterns contains 11 structures, each with a 
specific order of pattern parts. Figure 5 shows examples of this list. 
The algorithm chooses the verb structure according to key patterns. 
 

Figure 5: List of verb patterns 

 
 

Step 7:  
The algorithm prints the outputs. Figure 6 shows how the outputs 
of the proposed algorithm for the verb " ھقباسأ " are printed within 
the interfaces. 
 

Figure 6: Proposed algorithm with example input: “ ھقباسأ ”  

   

4. Accuracy 
The proposed algorithm test is based on two basic samples: 

A. Vocabulary: this contains 5,798 unique verbs. It uses the variety 
in the verb models to ensure a comprehensive test. Table 2 
shows this diversity by displaying the number of sample verbs. 
The source of these models are the root models; there are 42 in 
total, 13 for the consonant root and 29 for the vowel root. Many 
sample test verbs alternate with 27 prefixes and 21 suffixes. 

Table 2: The number of sample verbs 

Verb Tense Object Consonant 
Verbs 

Vowel 
Verbs 

Total 
 

ضام  
مولعم  156 296 452 
لوzجم  161 291 452 

عوفرم عراضم  
مولعم  177 307 484 
لوzجم  328 988 1316 

بوصنم عراضم  
مولعم  161 291 452 
لوzجم  312 972 1284 

موزجم عراضم  
مولعم  167 301 468 
لوzجم  159 289 448 

رمأ مولعم   155 287 442 
 1776 4022 5798 

The test results show that the proposed algorithm can capture all 

verbs in the sample and extract their roots and patterns. Table 3 
includes the output of the proposed algorithm after analyzing some 
of the verbs. 

Table 3: Output of the proposed algorithm for some of the sample verbs 

Input Prefixes Possible Roots Suffixes Patterns Tense 

تب  

تاب - لف -   
رمأ  
ضام  

تب - لعف -  رمأ  , ضام  
اتب - , وتب  , ��ب  , ��ب  عّف -  رمأ   
ت�و - لع -  رمأ   

عمتسا  

,ا تس  عام  لفتسا -  رمأ   
عمتس ا لّلعفا -  رمأ  , ضام   

,ا تس  عم  لعفتسا -  رمأ  , ضام   
,ا ت  عمس  لعتفا -  رمأ  , ضام   

,ا تس  اعم  وعم , , , ��م  ��م  عفتسا -  رمأ   

كي  ي 

ى�و , ي�و  ع� -  موزجم عراضم   

كو لع� -   
موزجم عراضم , 
بوصنم عراضم  

نا� في -  موزجم عراضم   
نومجنرحي مجرح ي  نو  للنعفي  عوفرم عراضم   

 

B. Variety of texts: it aims to validate regular expressions so that it 
can recognize and select words without mistakes. The results 
show that the proposed algorithm can do this without making 
any mistakes, giving all the morphological probabilities 
corresponding to the verb. In addition, the proposed algorithm 
captures all the words that could be a verb, whether the word in 
the text is a verb or not. It does this by analyzing the text 
morphologically, isolated from the context. 

In addition to the above, this algorithm has been tested on verbs that 
other algorithms have failed to analyze. Tables 4 and 5 show the 
analysis of these verbs by the proposed algorithm and 
by other systems. 

Table 4: A comparison of the proposed algorithm’s results with those of other systems (by root) 

Verb Tested 
Proposed Algorithm Other Systems 

Root System  Root 
كرا�و ىرب ،يرب ،ورب ،كرب ،ارب ،رب ،راب   Abuata et al., 2011 كرا  
ولبيل لب Abuata et al., 2011 ولب ،لاب   
مSاقوو اق Abuata et al., 2011 �¥و ،�¥و ،قو   
اون¦بتف �©ت Abuata et al., 2011 ن§ب ،ناب   

دم دم ،ادم ،ودم ،يدم ،ىدم ،دمو ،دام   Yaseen and Hmeidi, 2014 - 
�»و ،�»و ع  Yaseen and Hmeidi, 2014 - 

ىءارت يءر Azman, 2019 ىأر   
ذلا ذذل Azman, 2019 وذل ،ىذل ،يذل ،اذل ،ذلا ،ذل   

Table 5: A comparison of the proposed algorithm’s results with those of other systems (by root and 
pattern) 

Verb Test 
Proposed Algorithm Other Systems 

Root Pattern System Root Pattern 

قد  ،اقد ،�¥د ،�¥د ،قدو 
قد ،وقد لف  ،لعف  ،عّف ،لع   Othman et al., 

ققد 2020 َّعف   

لاج لج ،لاج ،لجو  لعف ،لع   Othman et al., 
ولج 2020 اعف   

�»دا اعد ،وعد ،�»د ،�»د  لعتفا ،لعّفت   Othman et al., 
وعد 2020 لعدفا   

عرذا عرذ   ،لعتفا ،لعفا ،لعّفت 
لّعفا  

Othman et al., 
2020 

عرذ لعدفا   

رجدزا رجز   ،للعفت ،لعتفا 
لّلعفا  

Othman et al., 
رجز 2020 لعطفا   

ىقتلا اقل ،وقل ،يقل ،ىقل  لعتفا   
Thalji et al., 

2018 
 ،ىقل ،قتل

ىقت  
 ،لعتفا ،لعفلا

�´عفا  

Tables 4 and 5 indicate that there were errors in the outputs of some 
systems, while the proposed algorithm was able to extract the 
possible roots and patterns in Table 5. There may be roots in the set 
of possible roots that do not belong to the dictionary; this is because 
the proposed algorithm is not associated with a dictionary. For 
example, the proposed algorithm extracts two possible roots for the 
verb "اوعلطضا"  : ( "علض" "علطض" , ). Although the root " علطض " is a 
quadrilateral root according to its verb structure, it does not belong to 
the dictionary. 

Conclusion 
This paper has presented a proposed algorithm for the analysis of 
Arabic verbs using regular expressions and Morphological Database. 
The test results are encouraging, as the proposed algorithm was able 
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to extract the verb roots and their patterns and provide error-free 
morphological data. It also outperformed other algorithms’ verb 
analysis, because it solved the problems faced by other algorithms, 
such as how to deal with verb vowels and instances where the verb 
contains a repeated character. 

In the future, a digital dictionary will be created that contains the roots 
of Arabic verbs and their derivational patterns according to a 
numerical indicator. The dictionary will then be linked with the 
proposed algorithm to remove the possibility of errors in the 
algorithm’s output. 
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